
Kirami Kirami FinVision® -sauna Original
(Roof installed)

Without stove Softwood Rustic Gray, Deep Gray
softwood

Kirami FinVision® -sauna shows the high-class finish of a master
craftsman. The sauna is already surface-treated; it is made out of plain
sawn softwood and spruce plywood. The interior of the cosy sauna
invites you to relax. Thanks to the large glass elements, you can always
enjoy the feeling of being close to nature. We are sure that even those
who are not used to the sauna at all will become sauna enthusiasts once
they get into the sauna mood. We believe that the sauna will become
one of the most popular places in your garden.

The original -sauna is the perfect solution for those who appreciate
tradition. We reconstructed the roof of the Original -sauna in the spring
of 2022, thanks to which the sauna will be delivered completely
assembled. The roof is also complete. Kirami FinVision® -saunas are
always insulated, which helps to ensure that the sauna heats up quickly
and keeps the heat in. This makes the sauna suitable also for colder
areas.

The sauna is roomy yet compact. The surface area of the sauna is 5.2m²
and the building is roughly 2.55 metres tall. The sauna has been
designed for 4–6 people, which makes it perfect for both small and large
groups.

The light grey sauna benches and the dark interior walls create a
beautiful contrast. The benches are easy to lift up for cleaning and
maintenance. The LED lights underneath the benches create a cosy
atmosphere. The large window gives the sauna a more spacious feel.
The window is made of smoky grey tempered glass, which increases the
sauna’s energy efficiency. Argon gas is placed between the panes for
better insulation.

We recommend to check the handedness of the doors of the sauna
under the "Instructions for use" tab. By default, the sauna door is always
right-handed (figure A). The mirror image options for the sauna doors
are shown (figure B). Also pay attention to the handedness, if you order
a changing room when ordering a sauna, the options can be found in the
same user manual and more information under the changing room
product or on the product brochure pages.

The grey glass door is equipped with a magnetic lock that ensures
smooth opening and closing and secures the door. The round door
handle is made of thuja and bears the Kirami logo.

Heater :
Without stove

Outer color:
Softwood Rustic Gray

Inner color:
Deep Gray softwood

Warmer feelings. www.kirami.fi

https://www.kirami.fi/sites/default/files/inline-files/The%20handedness%20form%20for%20sauna%20and%20changing%20room_0.pdf


Kirami Kirami FinVision® -sauna Original
(Roof installed)

Without stove Softwood Rustic Gray, Deep Gray
softwood
As a standard the door is on the right side of the sauna and it opens up
right-handed. The exterior of the sauna is made of Finnish rustic grey
softwood. The staggered, plain sawn exterior boards give the sauna a
lively look. The interior walls of the sauna are made of deep grey Finnish
softwood. The sauna’s warm and dim atmosphere helps you relax both
physically and mentally. This sauna, delivered without a heater, has pre-
installed lights underneath the benches, connected to a junction box and
a plug outside. The lights can be turned on by plugging them in. A
separate light switch should not be installed in a sauna. If a customer
prefers to buy a heater from another supplier, the lights can be installed,
depending on the model, to be operated with the heater’s control.
However, we recommend checking with the heater’s manufacturer
whether this is possible. The customer must also arrange for the heater
to be installed and wired in. The floor grille does not have a pre-cut hole
for the heater, and instead one is made on location, based on the
heater’s size and safety distance requirements.

Technical information

CAPACITY (PERSONS) 4-6

WEIGHT 1,060 kg

PRODUCT LENGTH 230 cm

PRODUCT WIDTH 225 cm

PRODUCT HEIGHT 255 cm

PRODUCT CODE 3604

Heater :
Without stove

Outer color:
Softwood Rustic Gray

Inner color:
Deep Gray softwood

Also get accessories

Kirami FinVision® -changing
room Original (Right)  

Kirami FinVision® -changing
room Original (Left)  

Kirami FinVision® Experience
bench towel, Gray/Rose  

Kirami FinVision® Experience -
toiletbag  

Warmer feelings. www.kirami.fi

https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/finvisionr-changing-room-s-original-roof-installed?v=27118
https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/finvisionr-changing-room-s-original-roof-installed?v=27118
https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/finvisionr-changing-room-s-original-roof-installed?v=27119
https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/finvisionr-changing-room-s-original-roof-installed?v=27119
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/textiles/kirami-finvisionr-experience-bench-towel?v=27045
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/textiles/kirami-finvisionr-experience-bench-towel?v=27045
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/textiles/kirami-finvisionr-experience-toiletbag?v=27052
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/textiles/kirami-finvisionr-experience-toiletbag?v=27052

